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5 Abstract—Name disambiguation is a key and also a very tough problem in many online systems such as social search and academic

6 search. Despite considerable research, a critical issue that has not been systematically studied is disambiguation on the fly— to

7 complete the disambiguation in the real-time. This is very challenging, as the disambiguation algorithm must be accurate, efficient, and

8 error tolerance. In this paper, we propose a novel framework — CONNA— to train a matching component and a decision component

9 jointly via reinforcement learning. The matching component is responsible for finding the top matched candidate for the given paper,

10 and the decision component is responsible for deciding on assigning the top matched person or creating a new person. The two

11 components are intertwined and can be bootstrapped via jointly training. Empirically, we evaluate CONNA on two name disambiguation

12 datasets. Experimental results show that the proposed framework can achieve a 1.21-19.84 percent improvement on F1-score using

13 joint training of the matching and the decision components. The proposed CONNA has been successfully deployed on AMiner — a

14 large online academic search system.

15 Index Terms—Name disambiguation, joint model, multi-field multi-instance

Ç

16 1 INTRODUCTION

17 NAME disambiguation, aiming at disambiguating who is
18 who, is one of the fundamental problems of the online
19 academic network platforms such as Google Scholar, Micro-
20 soft Academic and AMiner. The problem has been exten-
21 sively studied for decades [9], [13], [21], [35], [40], [42], [47]
22 and most of the works focus on how to group the papers
23 belonging to same persons together into a cluster from
24 scratch. However, online academic systems have already
25 maintained a huge number of person profiles, which are
26 made by the “from scratch” algorithms or human beings.
27 Out of the consideration of the computation and time cost
28 of the real systems, it is not practical to re-compute the clus-
29 ters from scratch for the new arriving papers every day. We
30 need a more effective way to deal with the problem of name
31 disambiguation on the fly.
32 This paper takes AMiner as the basis to explain how we
33 deal with the name ambiguity problem when continuously
34 updating persons’ profiles. AMiner is a free online academic
35 search and mining system [37], which has already extracted

36133,204,120 researchers’ profiles from the Web [36] and inte-
37grated with 263,781,570 papers from heterogeneous publica-
38tion databases [47]. Currently, the newly arrived papers of
39AMiner are more than 500,000 per month. How to correctly
40assign these papers to the right persons in the system on the
41fly is a critical problem for many upper applications such as
42expert finding, academic evaluation, reviewer recommen-
43dation and so on.
44Existing methods on addressing the similar problem of
45anonymous author identification [2], [46], [50] are possible
46solutions to continuously disambiguating papers on the fly.
47However, they merely target at finding the top matched
48person from all the candidates, but fail to deal with the situ-
49ation when no right person exists, which is common in real
50academic systems. For example, the papers published by
51new researchers should not be assigned to any persons, as
52their profiles have not been established by the system. Thus,
53to assign a paper on the fly, we need to pay attention to not
54only find the top matched candidate, but also identify
55whether to assign the top matched candidate or create a
56new person. In other words, we consider the absence of the
57right person from the candidates to be a distinct candidate,
58the so-called NIL candidate. Fig. 1 illustrates the problem to
59be solved in the paper, where given a paper with an author
60to be disambiguated, the returned right person can be a real
61person or a non-existing candidate denoted as NIL. Actu-
62ally, in AMiner, in addition to the “on-the-fly” assignment,
63we also perform a “from scratch” algorithm to cluster “NIL”
64papers into new profiles, and run an offline “checking”
65algorithm to correct errors from historical profiles periodi-
66cally. In general, AMiner performs a multi-strategy combin-
67ing “from scratch”, “on-the-fly” and “checking” together to
68solve the complex continuous name disambiguation prob-
69lem. In this paper, we only introduce the principle of “on-
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70 the-fly” strategy under the assumption that the previously
71 built profiles are correct, where the errors of the profiles are
72 left to the “checking” strategy.
73 To tackle the problem, we first investigate how to find the
74 top matched candidate for a given target paper. Straightfor-
75 wardly, we can use the traditional feature-engineering
76 methods to estimate the matching probability between each
77 candidate and the target paper, and then return the top
78 matched candidate. However, these methods are devoted to
79 exactly matching the tokens between a paper and a person,
80 which is too rigid and cannot handle the cases with similar
81 semantics but different tokens. The widely used representa-
82 tion-based models [2], [46] can capture the soft/semantic
83 matches through learning low-dimensional dense embed-
84 dings, but they may contrarily hurt the performance of exact
85 matching due to the highly compressed embeddings. For
86 example in Fig. 1, if only depending on the semantics of
87 learned embeddings, we can infer that both of the candi-
88 dates are interested in social network mining. However, it is
89 apparent that the exact matches of the coauthor names or
90 words, e.g., “Jie Tang”, “Juanzi Li”, “social”, “network”
91 between the target paper and the right person are more
92 than those of the wrong person. Thus, a challenge is posed:
93 how to capture both the exact matches and the soft matches in a
94 principled way? Simultaneously, the effects of different fields
95 are different. For example, the two matched coauthors in
96 the right person make it significantly more confident than
97 the wrong person with only one matched coauthor, com-
98 pared with the matches in other fields. Besides, each person
99 publishes multiple papers, which also take different effects.

100 For example in Fig. 1, in the papers of the right person, the
101 effect of the second similar paper may be diluted by the first
102 irrelevant one if combining all papers. Thus, an effective way
103 to distinguish the effects of different fields of the attributes and dif-
104 ferent instances of the published papers is worth studying.
105 After obtaining the top matched candidate, we need to
106 decide whether to assign the top matched candidate or NIL
107 candidate to the target paper. The NIL problem is widely
108 studied in entity linking, a similar problem that aims at link-
109 ing the mentions extracted from the unstructured text to the
110 right entities in a knowledge graph. We can adopt the simi-
111 lar idea to assign the NIL candidate to a target paper if the
112 score of the top matched person is smaller than a NIL
113 threshold [8], [32] or if the top matched person is predicted

114as NIL by an additional classifier [27]. Essentially, the first
115process of finding the top matched candidate tries to keep
116the relative distances between the right and the wrong per-
117sons of each target paper, and the later process of assigning
118the top matched candidate or not devotes to optimize the
119absolute positions among top matched candidates of all tar-
120get papers. Intuitively, the two processes can influence each
121other, and the errors of each process can be corrected by
122their interactions. However, none of the existing NIL solutions
123are aware of this and it is not clear how to correct the errors by the
124interactions between the two processes.
125To this end, in AMiner, we propose a joint model
126CONNA that consists of a matching component and a deci-
127sion component to solve CONtinuous Name Ambiguity,
128i.e., name disambiguation on the fly, where “on the fly”
129emphasizes the solved problem in the paper is different
130from name disambiguation “from scratch”. In the model,
131the matching component adopts an interaction-based deep
132learning model plus a kernel pooling strategy to capture
133both the exact and soft matches between a target paper and
134a candidate person and also a multi-field multi-instance
135strategy to distinguish the effects of different attributes and
136different instances of papers. The decision component is
137trained on the similarity embeddings learned by the match-
138ing component, to further decide whether a top matched
139person is the right person or not. In addition, the errors of
140the proposed model can be self-corrected through jointly
141fine-tune the two components by reinforcement learning.
142To summarize, the main contributions include:

143� We propose CONNA consisting of a multi-field
144multi-instance interaction-based matching compo-
145nent and a decision component to address the prob-
146lem of continuous name disambiguation. With
147jointly fine-tuning of the two components by rein-
148forcement learning, the errors of the two components
149can be self-corrected.
150� Experimental results on two large name disambigua-
151tion datasets show that CONNA compares favorably
152decision accuracy (+1.21%-19.84% in terms of F1) and
153matching accuracy (+ 3.80%-49.90% in terms of HR@1)
154against the baselines methods. CONNA is deployed
155on AMiner to assign papers on the fly now. All codes
156and data used in the paper are publicly available.1

1572 PROBLEM FORMULATION

158We introduce the definitions and the problem in this
159section.

160Definition 1 Paper. We denote a paper as p associated with
161multiple fields of attributes, i.e., p ¼ fA1; . . . ; AFg, where
162Af 2 p represents the fth attribute such as authors’ names and
163affiliations, title, keywords, venue and so on.

164Definition 2 Target paper-author pair. Given a paper p
165with one of its authors denoted by a, we define a target paper-
166author pair as hp; ai, where p is the target paper and a is the tar-
167get author to be disambiguated. We abbreviate a target paper-
168author pair as a target pair henceforth.

Fig. 1. Disambiguation on the fly. Given a target paper with target author
as “Yang Yang”, we aim at searching for the right person of “Yang Yang”
from the candidates, where the right person can be a real person or a
non-existing candidate denoted as NIL.

1. https://github.com/BoChen-Daniel/TKDE-2019-CONNA
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169 Definition 3 Candidate Persons. Given a target pair hp; ai,
170 the corresponding candidate persons C are those who are closely
171 related to the target pair hp; ai. Each candidate person cl 2 C is
172 composed of multiple papers, i.e., cl ¼ fp1; . . . ; pnlg, where
173 each paper pt ¼ fA1; . . . ; AFg and nl is the number of papers
174 published by cl.

175 For a target pair hp; ai, to find the right person from its
176 candidate persons C, a straightforward way is to compare
177 the coauthors’ names of a in p with the coauthors’ names of
178 each candidate person in C.2 The assumption is the more
179 overlaps between the coauthors’ names, the more likely the
180 candidate is the right author of p. The similar idea is
181 adopted in [20], which found that if only using the users’
182 names, 56 percent same users with different accounts across
183 the social networks can be correctly linked together. How-
184 ever, how can the names take effect in identifying the right
185 person for the target pairs?
186 To answer the question, we collect 100,000 target pairs
187 from AMiner. For each target pair hp; ai, we collect its candi-
188 date persons (Cf. Section 3.1 for candidate generation
189 details) and calculate the same-coauthor ratio

Same-coauthor ratio ¼ maxc2CSc � secondc2C Sc

maxc2CSc �minc2CSc
; (1)

191191

192 where Sc is the number of the same coauthors of a in p with
193 the candidate c. Same-coauthor ratio reflects the gap
194 between the most similar candidate and the second similar
195 candidate. The denominator is to normalize the gap calcu-
196 lated for different candidate lists into the same scale. It will
197 be easier to distinguish the right person from the other can-
198 didates when the same-coauthor ratio is larger.
199 Then we plot the distribution of the same-coauthor ratio
200 for all the target pairs in Fig. 2, where X-axis indicates the
201 same-coauthor ratio of a target pair, and Y -axis on the left
202 denotes the proportion of the target pairs with a certain same-
203 coauthor ratio. From the figure, we can see that although
204 62.72 percent target pairs have large same-coauthor ratios,
205 there are still 14.59 percent target pairs having small same-

206coauthor ratios. The coauthor-related features will hardly
207take effect when dealing with the target pairs with small
208same-coauthor ratios. For these target pairs, it is also not easy
209to leverage other features except the coauthor features.
210To verify the above hypothesis, we estimate the probabil-
211ity of matching each candidate person to the target pair by
212GBDT based on several features such as the literal similari-
213ties between the title, venue, or the affiliations of the target
214pair and those of a candidate person besides the coauthor-
215related features, then evaluate whether the top matched
216candidate is the right person or not and show the evaluated
217metric, top 1 Hit Ratio (i.e., HR@1 on the right Y -axis) for
218different ranges of the same-coauthor ratio in Fig. 2. Clearly,
219we can see that the performance of GBDT decreases dramat-
220ically with the decrease of the same-coauthor ratio. The
221evaluated HR@1 is 66.71 percent when the same-coauthor
222ratio is within (0, 0.1), but is 96.40 percent within (0.9,1.0).
223The results indicate that when the coauthors of the target
224pair and the right person are not similar, it is also difficult
225for feature-engineering methods to capture the similarities
226of other attributes. Thus, a more promising way to match
227each candidate with the target pair is required.
228In addition to find the top matched candidate, we also
229need to consider the situation when no right person exists,
230which is usually ignored by existing author identification
231tasks [2], [46]. Suppose an academic system establishes a
232profile for a researcher only if she/he has published at least
233one paper, a lot of papers written by the new researchers
234who publish papers for the first time, cannot be assigned to
235any existing person in the system. Thus, the right person
236should be either a real person or a non-existing person. In
237summary, the problem is defined as:

238Problem 1 Disambiguation on the fly. Given a training set
239D ¼ fðhp; ai; CÞg, for each target paper-author pair hp; ai and
240the corresponding candidate persons C, the right person c� can
241be either a real person in C denoted by cþ or a non-existing per-
242son denoted by NIL, and other persons except c� in C are the
243wrong persons denoted by fc�g. The target is to learn a predic-
244tive function

F : fðhp; ai; CÞg ! fc�g; (2)
246246

247to assign a target paper-author pair to its right person.

248In our problem, a is usually used to select candidate per-
249sons and p is used to extract features to match the candi-
250dates. To simplify the problem, we assume the historical
251papers assigned to the candidates are correct. However, his-
252torical errors cannot be avoided. Thus, we design an inde-
253pendent model to check and correct the historical
254assignments repeatedly. The study is left in the future.

2553 CONNA

256In this section, we first give an overview of the end-to-end
257framework and then introduce the matching component
258which is to match the most possible candidate to the target
259pair and the decision component which is to decide whether
260to assign the top matched candidate to the target pair or not
261respectively. Finally, we introduce how to self-correct the
262errors of the two components by jointly fine-tuning them
263through reinforcement learning.

Fig. 2. Distribution of the same-coauthor ratio and the corresponding
matching performance. Yellow bar: Distribution of the same-coauthor ratio
of the target pairs. Lines: HR@1 performances of different methods.

2. The names are treated as strings to be compared with each other.
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264 3.1 Overview

265 At first, given a target pair hp; ai, the candidate persons C
266 are the persons having the relevant names with the target
267 author a. We define the relevant names as simple variants
268 of a’s name, including moving the last name to the first and
269 keeping the initials of the names except for the last name.
270 For example, the variants of “Jing Zhang” include “Zhang
271 Jing”, “J Zhang” and “Z Jing”. For annotating a dataset for
272 training and evaluating the models of name disambigua-
273 tion, this simple candidate generation strategy can already
274 result in enough challenging candidates.
275 The whole process of name disambiguation is divided
276 into offline training and online predicting, which is shown
277 in Fig. 3. During the offline training process, we first train a
278 matching component to estimate the probability of match-
279 ing each candidate to the target pair and make the matching
280 probability of the right person higher than those of the
281 wrong persons for each target pair. The matching compo-
282 nent constructs the training data from D ¼ fðhp; ai; CÞg as a
283 set of triplets Dr ¼ fðhp; ai; cþ; c�Þg, where hp; ai is the target
284 paper-author pair, cþ is the real right person and c� is a
285 wrong person from the candidates. The objective is to make
286 hp; ai closer to cþ than to c�. Then, we train a decision com-
287 ponent to accept each sample ðhp; ai; ĈÞ 2 D̂ as the input
288 and output a label ŷ for the top matched person ĉ 2 Ĉ,
289 where Ĉ is ranked by the trained matching component, ŷ ¼
290 1 indicates ĉ is the right person and ŷ ¼ 0 indicates ĉ is the
291 wrong person. We construct the training data Dc for the
292 decision component by extracting ðhp; ai; cþÞ as the positive
293 instance (i.e., y ¼ 1) and ðhp; ai; ĉ�Þ as the negative instance
294 (i.e., y ¼ 0) from each sample ðhp; ai; ĈÞ, where ĉ� indicates
295 the top matched wrong person in C. Finally, we fine-tune
296 the matching component based on the feedback (i.e., error
297 cases) of the decision component, and then fine-tune the
298 decision component based on the updated output of the
299 matching component. Essentially, the matching component
300 tries to keep the relative distances between the right and the
301 wrong persons of each target pair, and the decision compo-
302 nent devotes to optimize the absolute positions between the
303 top matched persons of all the target pairs found by the
304 matching component.
305 During the online predicting process, to disambiguate a
306 target pair hp; ai, the matching component first finds out the
307 top matched candidate person ĉ, then based on the similar-
308 ity features fðhp; ai; ĉÞ output by the matching component,

309the decision component will predict the label ŷ for ĉ and
310finally assign the person c� to hp; ai, where c� ¼ ĉ if ŷ ¼ 1
311and c� ¼NIL otherwise.

3123.2 Matching

313Basic Profile Model (BP). Let’s imagine how humans assign a
314paper to a person. The humans usually browse all the
315papers published by the person to understand her/his affili-
316ation, overall research interest, and frequently collaborated
317authors, then comparing them with those of the paper. In
318other words, humans directly compare the person’s profile
319with the target pair, which can guide us to build our model.
320Thus, we name the model as the basic profile model. Specifi-
321cally, we merge all the attributes of a paper and divide them
322into a set of tokens to represent the paper, and then merge
323the tokens of all the papers of a person into a unified set of
324tokens to represent the person’s profile. Based on the token-
325based representations of the target paper and the person,
326we can estimate the similarity between them. Note a com-
327plete author name or a word in titles, keywords, venues and
328affiliations is viewed as a token.
329Some metrics such as Jaccards Coefficient [30] and cosine
330similarity [30] can easily capture the exact matches. However,
331they suffer from the sparsity of the token-based representa-
332tions. For example, the similarity is zero if two representations
333do not contain any same tokens, even if they are semantically
334similar. On the other hand, recently, some representation-
335based models [12], [14] can successfully capture the soft/
336semantic similarities, as they embed the high-dimensional
337sparse features into low-dimensional dense representations.
338Through training on the labeled data, themodel can reduce the
339distance between the semantically similar inputs in the low-
340dimensional space. However, these models may suffer from
341the problem of semantic drift. For example, two token-based
342representations with many overlapped tokens may become
343dissimilar after being embedded by the model, as the global
344representation may dilute the effect of the exact same tokens
345by other different tokens. In summary, the above two types of
346methods are good at either exactmatching or soft matching. To
347capture both the exact and soft matches, we adopt the interac-
348tion-based models [5], [12], [43] widely used in information
349retrieval. The interaction-based models first build a similarity
350matrix between each candidate person and the target pair and
351then apply an aggregation function to extract features from the
352matrix. These models avoid learning the global representa-
353tions, thus can reduce the issue of semantic drift.
354Similarity Matrix.We represent the matches between each
355candidate and the target pair as a similarity matrix S, with
356each element Sij standing for the basic interaction, i.e., the

357cosine similarity Sij ¼ pi�cj
jjpijj�jjcijj between pi and cj, where pi

358represents the embedding of the ith token in the target pair
359hp; ai and cj represents the embedding of the jth token in
360the candidate person c, which can be pre-trained by Word2-
361Vec [18], [23] or BERT [6].
362Aggregation Function. For sentence matching, CNN [12],
363[25] and RNN [39] are widely used as aggregation functions
364to extract matching patterns from the similarity matrix.
365However, different from sentence matching, title, keywords,
366venue and affiliation are all short text. We need to pay more
367attention to the occurrence of the exact same or semantically

Fig. 3. The whole framework of training and predicting.
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368 similar tokens. Thus we adopt an RBF kernel aggregation
369 function [43] to extract features. Specifically, the ith row Si ¼
370 fSi0; . . . ; SiMg of the similarity matrix — the similarities
371 between the ith token of the target pair and each token of the
372 candidate person, is transformed into a feature vector KðSiÞ,
373 with each of the kth element KkðSiÞ being converted by the
374 kth RBF kernel with mean mk and variance sk. Then the fea-
375 ture vectors of all the tokens in the target pair are summed
376 up into the final similarity embedding fðhp; ai; cÞ, i.e.,

fðhp; ai; cÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

logKðSiÞ; (3)378378

379

KðSiÞ ¼ fK1ðSiÞ; . . . ; KKðSiÞg; (4)
381381

382

KkðSiÞ ¼
XM
j¼1

exp �ðSij � mkÞ2
2s2

k

" #
: (5)

384384

385

386 The kernel with m ¼ 1 and s ! 0 only considers the exact
387 matches between tokens, and others, e.g., with m ¼ 0:5,
388 counts the number of tokens in the candidate person whose
389 similarities to a queried token in the target paper are close
390 to 0.5. Thus, the kernel aggregation not only emphasizes the
391 effect of exact matching but also captures the soft matches.
392 Fig. 4 illustrates the model.
393 Multi-Field Profile Model (MFP). The basic profile model
394 does not distinguish different fields of attributes but groups
395 them together. However, it is not necessary to compare dif-
396 ferent attributes, such as comparing authors with venues.
397 Moreover, it takes more effect to compare coauthor names
398 than other attributes. So we build a basic profile model on
399 each field of the attributes respectively, i.e., different attrib-
400 utes are not allowed to be compared, then aggregate the
401 similarity embeddings together by the corresponding atten-
402 tion coefficients estimated by

af ¼ expðwfðAp
f ; A

c
fÞ þ bÞP

f expðwfðAp
f ; A

c
fÞ þ bÞ ;

fðhp; ai; cÞ ¼
X
f

affðAp
f ; A

c
fÞ;

(6)

404404

405 where fðAp
f ; A

c
fÞ denotes the similarity embedding between

406 Ap
f and Ac

f with Ap
f being the fth field of p and Ac

f being that
407 of the candidate person c. Notations w and b denote the
408 parameters. The model is named as multi-field profile
409 model and is shown in Fig. 5.

410Multi-Field Multi-Instance Model (MFMI). A person usually
411publishes multiple papers. Some persons even publish papers
412of multiple topics on multiple fields of venues and collaborate
413withmultiple communities of persons. In this scenario, a target
414paper can be only similar to a small part of a person’s diverse
415profile, but is totally irrelevant to other parts of the profile.
416However, the multi-field profile model may dilute the similar-
417ity with this small part when summing the similarities with all
418the tokens in a person’s profile together by Eq. (5). To reduce
419the impact from the irrelevant papers, we build a multi-field
420model between the target pair and each published paper of the
421candidate person, and then aggregate the resultant similarity
422embeddings of all the published papers by their correspond-
423ing attention coefficients, which are estimated the same as
424Eq. (6). The model is named as the multi-field multi-instance
425model and is shown in Fig. 6.
426The Combination Model (CONNAr). Essentially, the multi-
427field profile model captures the global similarities between
428the target pair and a person’s profile, while the multi-field
429multi-instance model considers the local similarities
430between the target pair and each of the papers published by
431a person. Both of them can be explained intuitively, thus we
432can combine their output similarity embeddings together as
433the final feature embedding. We summarize different com-
434ponent variants in Table 1.
435Loss Function. We use the triplet loss function to optimize
436the matching component. Similar ideas has been also used
437in [2], [46], [47]. Let Dr be a set of triplets with each triplet
438denoted as ðhp; ai; cþ; c�Þ, where cþ is the right person of the
439target pair hp; ai and c� is a wrong person sampled from the
440candidates, the triplet loss function LðQÞ is defined as

LðQÞ¼
X

ðhp;ai;cþ;c�Þ2Dr

LQðhp; ai; cþ; c�Þ

¼
X

ðhp;ai;cþ;c�Þ2Dr

maxf0; gðfðhp; ai; c�ÞÞ � gðfðhp; ai; cþÞÞ þmÞg;

(7) 442442

Fig. 4. The basic profile model. Fig. 5. The multi-field profile model.

Fig. 6. The multi-field multi-instance model.
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443 where g is defined to be a non-linear function to transform
444 the similarity embedding f into a one-dimension matching
445 score that can be compared between the positive pair
446 ðhp; ai; cþÞ and the negative pair ðhp; ai; c�Þ. Notation Q indi-
447 cates the parameter of the matching component and m > 0
448 is a margin enforcing a distance between positive pairs and
449 negative pairs. We optimize the triplet loss instead of
450 directly optimizing the cross-entropy loss between the out-
451 put matching score and the true label, as we aim at finding
452 the top matched candidate from all the candidates for each
453 target pair, thus the objective should be keeping a relative
454 order within the candidate persons of each target pair
455 instead of keeping a global order among all the ðp; cÞ pairs.
456 The triplet loss is more direct and close to our objective than
457 the cross-entropy loss.

458 3.3 Decision

459 The decision component is built upon the output of the
460 matching component to identify the right person, who can be
461 either the top matched real person or NIL. The candidate per-
462 sons C of each sample ðhp; ai; CÞ 2 D are ranked into Ĉ based
463 on the matching probabilities estimated by the matching
464 component. Note for the samples with c� ¼ cþ, the real right
465 person cþ may be ranked the first or not. Then the decision
466 component is trained to predict the first ranked person ĉ 2 Ĉ
467 to be a right person (i.e., ŷ ¼ 1) or a wrong person (i.e.,
468 ŷ ¼ 0). To achieve the goal, we construct the training data Dc

469 from the ranked dataset D̂ ¼ fðhp; ai; ĈÞg. Specifically, from
470 each sample ðhp; ai; ĈÞ, we extract ðhp; ai; cþÞ as the positive
471 instance (i.e., y ¼ 1) and extract ðhp; ai; ĉ�Þ as the negative
472 instance (i.e., y ¼ 0), where ĉ� indicates the first ranked
473 wrong person in C. In another words, the positive instances
474 are only extracted from the samples with c� ¼ cþ, while the
475 negative instances are extracted from both the samples with
476 c� ¼ cþ and the samples with c� ¼ NIL. For an instance
477 ðhp; ai; cÞ, we use the similarity embedding fðhp; ai; cÞ output
478 by the matching component as its feature. Thus, Dc ¼
479 fðfðhp; ai; cþÞ; y ¼ 1Þg [ fðfðhp; ai; ĉ�Þ; y ¼ 0Þg. Then we
480 train a multi-layer perceptron hðFÞ

hðFÞ : ffðhp; ai; cÞg ! fyg; (8)
482482

483 where y is the label of the instance ðhp; ai; cÞ, whose value
484 equals 1 if ðhp; ai; cÞ is a positive instance and 0 otherwise.

485 3.4 Reinforcement Self-Correction

486 We finally fine-tune the two components by jointly training
487 them to correct their errors by themselves. The matching
488 component can be viewed as the generator to generate the
489 ranking list. Without the decision component, the triplet loss
490 in Eq. (7) is used to measure whether the ranking list is good
491 or not. However, as the final objective is to determine

492whether the top ranked candidate is the right person or not,
493the triplet loss is not enough to verify the effect. Fortunately,
494we can use the prediction result of the top ranked candidate
495by the decision component as the delayed feedback to the
496ranking results of the matching component. Specifically, we
497can punish the ranking list with the wrongly predicted top
498candidate and reward the ranking list with the correctly pre-
499dicted top candidate. Then based on the reward we update
500the matching component, expecting the ranking lists gener-
501ated by the matching component to the decision component
502are more accurate. Followed by the motivation, we propose
503fine-tuning the two components via reinforcement learning.
504Specifically, the objective is tomaximize the expected reward
505of the ranking lists generated by thematching component

JðQÞ ¼
X

ðhp;ai;ĈÞÞ2D̂
pQðhp; ai; ĈÞRðy; ŷÞ; (9)

507507

508where D̂ is the ranked training data, pQðhp; ai; ĈÞ is the
509probability of generating the ranking list Ĉ of the target pair
510hp; ai by the matching component, and Rðy; ŷÞ is the reward
511function defined as follows:

Rðy; ŷÞ ¼ 1 ŷ ¼ y;
0 otherwise.

�
(10)

513513

514where ŷ is the predicted label for the top-ranked candidate ĉ
515of Ĉ and y is the ground truth label. The defined reward
516function encourages the matching component to float the
517right person at the top and push the wrong person away
518from the top. The policy gradient algorithm [34] is adopted
519to optimize the expected reward in Eq. (9), whose gradient
520is calculated as

rQJðQÞ ¼
X

ðhp;ai;ĈÞ2D̂
Rðy; ŷÞrpQðhp; ai; ĈÞ;

’
X

ðhp;ai;ĉ;c�Þ2Dr

Rðy; ŷÞrLQðhp; ai; ĉ; c�Þ:
(11)

522522

523

524Since the probability of a ranking list Ĉ is not easy to be
525estimated, we transform Ĉ into a set of triplets, with each
526triplet including the target pair hp; ai, the top ranked candi-
527date ĉ 2 Ĉ and a negative candidate c� 2 Ĉ. Then the loss of
528a triplet in Eq. (7) is calculated and the losses of all the trip-
529lets are summed up to approximately measure the ranking
530performance of Ĉ. Thus, the gradient rpQðhp; ai; ĈÞ is
531approximated by rLðhp; ai; ĉ; c�Þ of all the triplets in Ĉ.
532Then the parameters Q of the matching component can be
533updated by the gradient. After the matching component is
534tuned, the decision component is also updated based on the
535updated similarity embeddings output by the matching
536component. Algorithm 1 illustrates the joint training pro-
537cess, where we first pre-train the matching component and
538the decision component, and then jointly fine-tune the two
539components together.

5404 EXPERIMENT

5414.1 Experimental Settings

5424.1.1 Datasets

543We evaluate CONNA on two name disambiguation
544datasets:

TABLE 1
Matching Component Variants of CONNA

Component variants Key idea

Basic Profile (BP) The basic interaction-based model
Multi-field Profile (MFP) Build BP for each field
Multi-field Multi-instance (MFMI) Build MFP for each instance
CONNAr Combine MFP and MFMI
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545 OAG-WhoIsWho3: Is the largest human-annotated name dis-
546 ambiguation dataset so far, which is consist of 608,363 papers
547 belonging to 57,138 persons of 642 common names. Existing
548 work either leverage the disambiguating results by algorithms
549 in some well-known academic websites such as Scopus [28]
550 CiteSeerX [45], Web of Science [1] and PubMed [38], or anno-
551 tate a much smaller datasets by human beings, such as
552 8,453 [9], 6,921 [15], 7,528 [35] and 2,946 annotated persons [24].
553 Compared to the most popular KDD Cup 2013 challenge data-
554 set, the OAG-WhoIsWho is also superior to it both in quantity
555 (608,363 versus 424,384 in terms of the number of papers) and
556 quality (fully human-labeled versus partially human-labeled).
557 We annotate the dataset as follows. From the AMiner system,
558 we choose 642 highly ambiguous names, create the relevant
559 names by the candidate generation strategy in Section 3.1 and
560 select all the authors for each name, collect all the papers
561 assigned for each author and extract title, authors, organiza-
562 tions, keywords and abstract for each paper. We also collect all
563 the unassigned papers for each name from AMiner. Since the
564 assigned papers may be wrongly assigned and the papers are
565 not fully assigned, additional efforts are needed to clean and
566 reassign the papers. First, we clean the dataset by removing
567 the wrongly assigned papers or splitting the papers of an
568 author into different clusters. Second, we annotate the unas-
569 signed papers or merge the papers of two authors. We aim to
570 clean the dataset as much as possible but increase the highly
571 reliable assignments. According to the purpose, we only hire
572 one annotator to perform the cleaning step, but hire three anno-
573 tators to perform the assignment step respectively and then
574 obtain the final results by majority voting their annotations.
575 Besides, an annotation tool is developed to recommend highly
576 reliable removing, splitting, assigning or merging operations to
577 the annotators to simplify the human annotation process.4

578 KDD Cup [29]. Is the dataset used in the KDD Cup 2013
579 challenge 1 to address name disambiguation problem. We
580 collect the training data containing 3,739 authors and
581 123,447 papers, as only the training labels are published.
582 We only use title, organizations, keywords and abstract as
583 features, but ignore coauthor names. As shown in Fig. 7a,
584 the distribution of same-coauthor ratio is extremely skewed.
585 According to Eq. (1), same-coauthor ratio equalling 1 means
586 the second similar candidate and the least similar candidate
587 have the same number of same-coauthors with the target
588 pair. In another word, the most similar candidate is signifi-
589 cantly different from all the other candidates when only
590 considering the coauthor name features. Thus, 98 percent
591 target pairs holding 1.0 same-coauthor ratio means only
592 using the coauthor names can correctly assign 98 percent
593 target pairs. In fact, when considering the coauthor name
594 feature, any baselines including our model can easily
595 achieve approximate 99 percent HR@1. Thus, for increasing
596 the difficulty, we ignore coauthor names on this dataset.

597 4.1.2 Comparison Methods

598 Matching Component. To evaluate the matching perfor-
599 mance, we compare feature engineering-based GBDT and
600 three embedding-based models:

601GBDT. Is a widely used model to solve KDD Cup 2013
602challenge-1 [7], [19], [48]. We train a GBDT model to esti-
603mate a matching probability between each candidate and
604the target pair. The extracted features for GBDT are
605shown in Table 2. As the model can directly predict a
606label for each candidate, it also be used for deciding to
607assign the most matched candidate to the target pair if its
608label is 1.

609Algorithm 1. Reinforcement Joint Training

610Input: A training set D ¼ fðhp; ai; CÞg.
611Output: A matching component and a decision component
612parametrized by Q and F respectively.
6131: Build Dr ¼ fðhp; ai; cþ; c�Þg from D;
6142: Pre-train Q of the matching component on Dr;
6153: Rank D by the matching component to generate D̂;
6164: Build Dc ¼ fðfðhp; ai; cÞ; yÞg from D̂;
6175: Pre-train F of the decision component on Dc;
6186: repeat
6197: for ðhp; ai; ĈÞ 2 D̂ do
6208: Predict ŷ for ĉ by the decision component;
6219: Calculate Rðy; ŷÞ by Eq. (10);
62210: CalculaterQJðQÞ by Eq. (11);
62311: Q ! Qþ mrQJðQÞ, where m is the learning rate;
62412: Re-rank D to generate D̂ by the matching component;
62513: Re-generate Dc from D̂;
62614: Update F of the decision component on Dc;
62715: until Convergence

628Camel [46]. Is a representation-based model. Given a trip-
629let ðhp; ai; cþ; c�Þ, it first represents hp; ai by p’s title, and rep-
630resents cþ and c� by their identities. Then it calculates the
631matching scores for both ðhp; ai; cþÞ and ðhp; ai; c�Þ, and
632finally optimizes the difference between their matching
633scores.
634HetNetE [2]. Is similar as Camel except that hp; ai is repre-
635sented by all its attributes.
636GML [47]. Is a representation-based model to identify
637whether two papers are written by the same person through
638optimizing a triplet loss. The model accepts the pre-trained
639embeddings of all the tokens in a paper as input and output
640an embedding for the paper. We represent a person by aver-
641aging all his/her papers’ embeddings.
642Decision Component. To evaluate the performance of the
643decision component, we compare two strategies:
644Threshold [8]. Picks the top matched person whose score
645is lower than a threshold as NIL, where the threshold is
646determined as the value when the best accuracy is obtained
647on a validation set. We use the same matching model as our
648proposed method to obtain the top matched persons.

Fig. 7. (a) Distribution of the same-coauthor ratio on KDD Cup dataset;
(b) The effects of different attributes.

3. https://www.aminer.cn/whoiswho
4. https://www.aminer.cn/annotation
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649 Heuristic Loss [4]. Unifies the NIL decision and the match-
650 ing process by incorporating the costs of assigning a paper
651 to a wrong NIL person or assigning an unlinkable paper to
652 a wrong existing person into the loss function of ranking
653 the wrong person before the right person. NIL is inserted as
654 an additional candidate person for each paper. The repre-
655 sentations of p and c which are made in the same way as
656 GML, are concatenated as the input of a neural network to
657 produce their matching score. When c ¼ NIL, the represen-
658 tation of c is not included.
659 Variants of Our Model. We also compare different variants
660 where CONNAr(BP), CONNAr(MFP), CONNAr(MFMI) and
661 CONNAr correspond to the variants in Table 1. CrossEntropy
662 modifies CONNAr by replacing the triplet losswith the cross-
663 entropy loss, which can be directly used for deciding the
664 assignments. CONNA trains CONNAr plus a decision
665 component once. CONNA+Fine-tune jointly trains the two
666 components in CONNA.

667 4.1.3 Evaluation Settings

668 For each dataset, we randomly sample 20 percent persons
669 for testing and divide the rest into training, which results in
670 45,711 authors for training and 11,427 authors for testing on
671 OAG-WhoIsWho dataset, and 2,991 authors for training
672 and 748 authors for testing on KDD Cup dataset. For each
673 author in both training and testing data, we first sort their
674 papers by the published year in ascending order. Then we
675 choose the latest 20 percent papers as the author’s unas-
676 signed paper and leave 80 percent papers as the author
677 profile.
678 We first evaluate the matching of the candidate persons
679 to the target pair, and further evaluate the decision of the
680 top matched person as the right person or NIL.
681 Matching Evaluation. For evaluating the matching perfor-
682 mance, we sample 10,000 target pairs from the training
683 data. Each target pair paired with its right person com-
684 poses a positive instance. We also sample 9 wrong persons

685paired with each target paper to compose 9 negative
686instances. The process results in 90,000 triplets for training.
687For testing, we sample 2,000 target pairs from the test data,
688where each one is associated with the right person and 19
689wrong persons.
690The wrong persons are sampled from the candidates. We
691follow the name variant strategy in Section 3.1 to generate
692candidates on OAG-WhoIsWho. While for KDD Cup,
693names are so different that no candidates can be found by
694simply varying names. Instead, we calculate the Jaro-Win-
695kler similarity between a candidate’s name and the target
696author, and select the candidates whose scores are larger
697than 0.5 as the wrong persons.
698We use Hit Ratio at top k (HR@k) and mean reciprocal
699rank (MRR) as the metrics for evaluating whether the right
700person will be ranked at the top among all the candidates.
701Since there is only one right person for each target pair,
702HR@k measures the percentage of the candidate lists with
703the right person ranked before top k. MRR measures the
704average of reciprocal ranks of the right persons. Higher
705HR@k and MRR indicate better performance.
706Decision Evaluation.We construct the training data for the
707decision component upon the output of the matching com-
708ponent. Specifically, we also use the 10,000 positive instan-
709ces for the matching component as those for the decision
710component. Then we extract the target pairs and the corre-
711sponding top matched wrong persons to compose the nega-
712tive instances. For testing, in addition to the 2,000 target
713pairs and the corresponding candidates including the right
714persons (i.e., positive sample ðhp; ai; CÞ with c� ¼ cþ), we
715extract extra 2,000 target pairs and the corresponding candi-
716dates excluding the right persons (i.e., negative sample
717ðhp; ai; CÞ with c� ¼ NIL). Conveniently, we remove the
718right person cþ from each positive sample and create a neg-
719ative sample by the remaining wrong persons. We count the
720number of true positive (tp), false negative (fn), true nega-
721tive (tn) and false positive (fp) samples and then calculate
722precision, recall and f1

tp ¼ jfc� ¼ cþ and ĉ ¼ cþ and ŷ ¼ 1gj;
fn ¼ jfc� ¼ cþ and ŷ ¼ 0gj;
tn ¼ jfc� ¼ NIL and ŷ ¼ 0gj;
fp ¼ jfc� ¼ NIL and ŷ ¼ 1g[
fc� ¼ cþ and ĉ 6¼ cþ and ŷ ¼ 1gj;

(12)
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725where tp is the number of the positive samples, with the
726right persons ranked at the first (i.e., ĉ ¼ cþ) and also pre-
727dicted as the right persons (i.e., ŷ ¼ 1). On the contrary, fn
728counts the positive samples with ŷ ¼ 0. Notation tn denotes
729the number of negative samples with the first ranked per-
730sons predicted as the wrong persons (i.e., ŷ ¼ 0), while fp
731counts the negative samples with ŷ ¼ 1 and also counts the
732positive samples with the wrong persons ranked at the first
733(i.e., ĉ 6¼ cþ) but still predicted as the right persons (i.e.,
734ŷ ¼ 1). Since we aim at assigning the target pair to an exist-
735ing right person and also assigning it to NIL if there is no
736right person, we calculate precision and recall for both the
737cases with c� ¼ cþ and c� ¼ NIL

TABLE 2
Features Extracted for GBDT Model

No. Feature description

1 The number of the papers of c
2 The number of the coauthors of a in p
3 The number of the coauthors of c
4 The number of the same coauthors between a and c
5 Ratio of the same coauthors between a and c in p’s coauthor names
6 Ratio of the same coauthors between a and c in c’s coauthor names
7 Frequency of a’s affiliation in c’s affiliations
8 Ratio of a’s affiliation in c’s affiliations
9 Cosine similarity between a’s affiliation and c’s affiliations
10 Jaccards similarity between a’s affiliation and c’s affiliations
11 Distinct number of venues of c
12 Frequency of p’s venue in c
13 Ratio of p’s venue in c
14 Cosine similarity between p’s venue and c’s venues
15 Jaccards similarity between p’s venue and c’s venues
16 Cosine similarity between p’s title and c’s titles
17 Jaccards similarity between p’s title and c’s titles
18 Distinct number of keywords in c
19 Frequency of p’s keywords of c
20 Ratio of p’s keywords in c
21 Cosine similarity between p’s keywords and c’s keywords
22 Jaccards similarity between p’s keywords and c’s keywords

p: target paper, a: target author in p, c: candidate person.
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c� ¼ cþ :Pre. ¼ tp

tp + fp
; Rec. ¼ tp

tp + fn
;

c� ¼ NIL :Pre. ¼ tn

tn + fn
; Rec. ¼ tn

tn + fp
:

(13)

739739

740

741 4.1.4 Implementation Details

742 We divide the attributes of a paper into two fields: coauthor
743 names and other attributes including title, abstract, organi-
744 zations and keywords, as coauthor names have no literal or
745 semantic overlaps with other attributes. We pre-train an
746 embedding for each author name and each word. Specifi-
747 cally, we use Word2Vec to train an embedding for an author
748 name in the context of all the coauthors’ names in a paper,
749 and train an embedding for a word in the context of all the
750 other occurred words in title, keywords, venue and affilia-
751 tion. We set the dimension of the embedding as 100. To
752 enable matrix operation, for each paper or candidate per-
753 son, we restrict the maximal number of author names to
754 100, the maximal number of words to 500, and the maximal
755 number of papers published by each person to 100.
756 The hyper-parameters of the RBF kernel functions are set
757 the same as [43].Weuse 11RBF kernels, with the hyper-param-
758 eters m = f1; 0:9; 0:7; 0:5; 0:3; 0:1;�0:1;�0:3;�0:5;�0:7;�0:9g
759 and s = f10�3; 0:1; 0:1; 0:1; 0:1; 0:1; 0:1; 0:1; 0:1; 0:1; 0:1g.
760 Function g in Eq. (7) is instantiated as a 3-layer MLP fol-
761 lowed by a ReLU function which transforms a similarity
762 embedding fðhp; ai; cÞ into a 1-dimensional score. Function
763 h in Eq. (8) is also a 3-layer MLP which transforms a
764 fðhp; ai; cÞ into 2-dimensional classification probabilities.

765 4.2 Performance Analysis

766 4.2.1 Matching Performance

767 Overall Matching Performance.Table 3 shows the matching
768 performance of the proposed model, the model variants
769 and the comparison methods on the two datasets OAG-
770 WhoIsWho and KDD Cup. In terms of HR@1, the proposed
771 CONNA+Fine-tune achieves 3.80 to 49.90 percent improve-
772 ment over all the baseline methods.
773 Camel, HetNetE and GML are all representation-based
774 deep learning models, which can capture the soft/semantic
775 matches, but they will dilute the effect of the exact matches of
776 tokens due to the global representations of the papers and per-
777 sons. Among the threemodels, HetNetE uses all the attributes
778 of a paper rather than the single title to represent a paper,
779 which achieves better performance than Camel. Camel and
780 HetNetE represent the candidate persons only based on their
781 identities. Thus they suffer from the sparsity issue, i.e, the
782 embeddings of the persons cannot be trained accurately if
783 they publish few papers. GML avoids the sparsity issue
784 through representing persons by their published papers.
785 However, it is difficult to directly compare the embeddings of
786 a long text (i.e, all the papers of a candidate person) and a
787 short text (i.e., a target paper).
788 In the name disambiguation problem, the exact matches
789 between tokens especially the matches between coauthor
790 names aremore important than the softmatches, thus although
791 GBDT only captures the exact matches, it performs better than
792 the representation-based models. The proposed interaction-

793basedmatching component inCONNAcaptures both the exact
794and the soft matches through comparing local representations
795of each token pairs instead of comparing the global representa-
796tions of papers andpersons. Specifically, the kernel aggregation
797function used in the matching component summarizes a fre-
798quency distribution of the exact matches and different kinds of
799soft matches, which can’t dilute the effect of extract matches by
800the other soft matches. Thus, the proposed matching compo-
801nent performs better than all the comparisonmethods.
802Compared with CONNA, the performance of CONNA
803+Fine-tune is further improved, as the decision component
804gives additional feedbacks to supervise the ranking of the
805matching component. The result indicates that through
806jointly fine-tuning of the two components, the errors of the
807matching component can be reduced.
808Comparing the results on the two datasets, we can see that
809the advantage of our model over the feature engineering-
810based GBDT is much more significant on KDD Cup (+8.42%
811in HR@1) than OAG-WhoIsWho (+3.80% in HR@1). Since
812coauthor features are not used on the KDD Cup, the results
813indicate that CONNA can better capture the semantics of the
814attributes except coauthor names.
815Multi-Field Effect.We conduct an ablation study to analyze
816the effects of different modeling strategies on the matching
817component. Since only one field is used on the KDD Cup
818dataset, we analyze the effect of multi-fields on the OAG-
819WhoisWho dataset. From Table 3, we can see that CONNAr

820(MFP) performs better than CONNAr(BP) (improving 1.8
821percent in terms of HR@1), which indicates that it is neces-
822sary to build the interaction-based models for different
823attributes separately and distinguish their effects.
824We also investigate the effects of different fields by remov-
825ing coauthor names and other attributes respectively based
826on the model CONNA. The experimental results in Fig. 7b
827show that removing either coauthor names or other attributes
828performs significantly worse (�5.80%-7.05%, HR@1) than
829CONNA,which indicates that both coauthor names and other
830attributes impact the performance obviously. What’s more,
831removing names is comparable to removing other attributes,
832which indicates that coauthor names are more important than
833all the other attributes on the task of name disambiguation.
834Multi-Instance Effect. Table 3 also shows that on OAG-
835WhoisWho, CONNAr(MFMI) performs better than CON-
836NAr(MFP) (+1.45% in terms of HR@1), which demonstrates
837the strength of distinguishing different papers of a person.
838HR@1 of CONNAr(MFMI) is further improved by 1.00 per-
839cent if we combine the profile model CONNAr(MFP) and

TABLE 3
Performance of the Matching Results (%)

Model OAG-WhoIsWho KDD Cup

HR@1 HR@3 MRR HR@1 HR@3 MRR

Camel 41.20 62.00 55.00 44.62 67.19 59.44
HetNetE 46.00 67.00 60.24 51.06 77.44 66.41
GML 70.87 94.53 82.59 72.13 95.34 82.90
GBDT 87.30 98.10 92.71 84.18 92.09 89.59

CONNAr(BP) 86.20 96.40 92.20 91.12 95.72 93.73
CONNAr(MFP) 88.00 98.75 93.25 - - -
CONNAr(MFMI) 89.45 98.40 93.82 91.45 95.80 94.03

CONNA 90.45 98.30 94.46 92.10 96.35 94.66
CONNA+Fine-tune 91.10 98.45 94.86 92.60 96.71 94.95
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840 the multi-instance model CONNAr(MFMI) as CONNA. The
841 result indicates that both the global similarity between the
842 target paper and a candidate’s whole profile, and the local
843 similarities between the target paper and each paper of a
844 candidate take effects on matching performance. The results
845 on KDD Cup also present the advantages of multi-instances.
846 Interpretability of the Matching Component. We present
847 some cases in Figs. 8 and 9 to demonstrate the interpretabil-
848 ity of the proposed matching component. From Fig. 8, we
849 can see that although the number of the matched tokens
850 between the target paper and the positive candidate person
851 is less than that of the negative candidate person, the
852 matched coauthors are more important than the matched
853 words in titles and venues, because the attention a learned
854 by our model for the matched coauthors on the positive can-
855 didate is 0.69, comparing with 0.31 learned for the matched
856 titles and venues. And the attention learned on the negative
857 candidate also emphasizes the matched coauthors. CONNA
858 distinguishes different fields’ effects by the attention, thus it
859 can correctly identify the positive candidate, while the basic
860 profile model CONNAr(BP) wrongly returns the negative
861 candidate as the most matched candidate, as it treats the
862 matches in all the fields equally.
863 In Fig. 9, we present the affiliation of “Dan Chen” in both
864 the target paper and the positive candidate. It is shown that a
865 paper of the positive candidate has the same affiliation with
866 the target paper, and the corresponding attention b learned
867 by our model for the paper is 0.79, while the values of b

868 learned for other papers are much smaller than this paper.
869 CONNA distinguishes different papers’ effects, thus it can
870 correctly identify the positive candidate, while the basic pro-
871 file model CONNAr(BP) treats the matches in all the papers
872 equally, which dilutes the effects of similar papers by the
873 other irrelevant papers. The learned attentions for different
874 fields and different papers both demonstrates the interpret-
875 ability of the proposedmatching component.

876Matching Performance on Different Scenarios. We conduct
877additional experiments on the matching performance of dif-
878ferent baselines and CONNA with different same-coauthor
879ratios on OAG-WhoIsWho dataset and present the results in
880Fig. 2. We can see that HR@1 of the embedding-based mod-
881els, i.e., Camel, HetNetE, GML and CONNA drop more
882slightly (drops from 6.63 to 18.73 percent) than feature-engi-
883neering based GBDT (drops more than 29.69 percent) when
884the same-coauthor ratio decreases from 1.0 to 0.1. This indi-
885cates that the embedding-basedmodel can better capture the
886semantic matches when the coauthor features are week.
887Especially when the same-coauthor ratio is less than 0.1, the
888performance gap between CONNA and GBDT is signifi-
889cantly more than 16 percent. The result indicates that
890CONNA is more suitable to tackle the hard cases, i.e. the
891cases that are hardly predicted by similar coauthors.

8924.2.2 Decision Performance

893Table 4 shows the final decision performance of the pro-
894posed model and the comparison methods. Comparing
895with other methods, in terms of F1, the proposed joint
896model CONNA+Fine-tune achieves 1.69-19.84 percent
897improvement on the samples with c� ¼ cþ and 1.21-14.03
898percent improvement on the samples with c� ¼ NIL. We
899evaluate the results on both of the samples as we aim at not
900only assigning the target papers to the right persons if they
901exist, but also assigning them to NIL if the right persons do
902not exist. The problem in this paper is not merely a match-
903ing or a classification decision problem, but can be solved
904by first matching each candidate to the target paper p and
905then deciding whether the top matched person is right or
906not. Thus, we need to not only keep the relevant order
907within each candidate list, but also globally distinguish all
908the positive pairs from all the negative pairs.
909GBDT and CrossEntropy only aim to optimize the global
910positions of all the ðhp; ai; cÞ pairs, but ignore the relative
911order within each candidate list. Although the globally pre-
912dicted probabilities can be used to compare the candidates

Fig. 8. Case study of multi-field effect.

Fig. 9. Case study of multi-instance effect.

TABLE 4
Performance of the Decision Results (%)

Model OAG-WhoIsWho KDD Cup

Samples with c� ¼ cþ Samples with c� ¼ NIL Samples with c� ¼ cþ Samples with c� ¼ NIL

Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1

GBDT 82.87 72.40 77.28 75.39 85.04 79.98 83.64 71.64 77.17 75.20 85.98 80.23
Threshold 79.33 57.60 66.38 66.47 84.07 74.24 74.89 71.00 72.90 72.43 76.20 74.27
Heuristic Loss 71.79 78.40 74.95 76.21 69.20 72.54 85.14 69.60 76.59 74.29 87.85 80.50
CrossEntropy 79.42 82.33 80.85 81.66 78.67 80.14 89.60 82.79 86.06 86.15 88.05 87.09

CONNA 79.53 89.87 84.38 88.35 76.87 82.21 88.44 86.20 87.31 86.54 88.73 87.62
CONNA+Fine-tune 82.47 90.33 86.22 89.31 80.80 84.84 89.87 85.73 87.75 86.36 90.33 88.30
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913 of each target paper, the relative order is not directly opti-
914 mized, leading to a lot of mistakes in the final results.
915 Threshold can be viewed as a global optimization model,
916 but merely uses a heuristic threshold to distinguish differ-
917 ent complicated cases. Heuristic Loss incorporates the costs
918 related to NIL into the original loss of ranking the wrong
919 persons before the right persons, but it suffers from the heu-
920 ristically configured weights of different costs.
921 CONNA first estimates the matching probability of each
922 candidate to the target pair and then decides the top
923 matched candidate. This two-step strategy which is widely
924 adopted in entity linking [22], [27] is proved to be effective.
925 Compared with CONNA, the performance of CONNA
926 +Fine-tune is further improved, as some of the wrongly-pre-
927 dicted instances are gradually represented better to gener-
928 ate accurate similarity embeddings by the iteratively
929 refined matching component, which will finally increase the
930 number of rightly predicted instances. The result demon-
931 strates that the errors of the decision component can be
932 reduced through jointly fine-tuning of the two components.
933 Convergence Analysis. We plot the train/test loss of the
934 matching component and the decision component with the
935 increase of the joint training epochs. The results in Fig. 10
936 show that the performance of the two components both
937 decrease sharply at the beginning of the joint training and
938 then gradually change stable, which indicate the conver-
939 gence of CONNA+Fine-tune.

940 4.3 Online Deployment on AMiner

941 Table 5 presents the average time cost of assigning each target
942 paper by the proposed CONNA model and the best baseline
943 GBDT. We implement the experiments by Tensorflow and
944 run the code on an Enterprise Linux Server with 40 Intel(R)
945 Xeon(R) CPU cores (E5-2640 v4 @ 2.40 GHz and 252G mem-
946 ory) and 1NVIDIATesla V100GPU core (32Gmemory). Since
947 GBDT is a classification model without the matching compo-
948 nent, we only present the cost of the decision process, which
949 uses the label of the top predicted candidate as the predictive
950 result. From Table 5, we can see that CONNA is about 1.83�
951 slower thanGBDT,which ismainly determined by the feature
952 preparing process. Although CONNA performs much better
953 thanGBDTonboth the ranking and the decision performance,
954 from Fig. 2, we can see for about 62.17 percent easy samples,
955 i.e., the target pairs with the same-coauthor ratio larger than
956 0.9, the ranking performance of GBDT is comparable to
957 CONNA,where the ranking performance directly determines
958 the final decision performance of the top-1 candidates. Thus,
959 to improve the online assignment efficiency meanwhile keep-
960 ing the assignment performance, for each target pair, if its

961same-coauthor ratio is larger than 0.9, we directly apply
962GBDT to perform paper assignment, otherwise we apply
963CONNA to complete the task.
964In addition, the online candidate selection is a little dif-
965ferent from the offline name variant strategy explained
966in Section 3.1. To improve the recall of the online predicting
967as much as possible, we adopt ElasticSearch5 to perform
968fuzzy search for similar candidates with each target author.
969Compared with this online fuzzy strategy, the offline candi-
970date selection is more strict, as for annotating high-quality
971name disambiguation dataset, the simple name variant
972strategy can already produce enough challenging candi-
973dates. However, the fuzzy strategy may result in too many
974noisy candidates, which increase annotation efforts.
975We develop a demo of disambiguation on the fly in AMi-
976ner,6 and show two screenshots of the demo in Fig. 11. In
977the demo, users are allowed to search a paper by its title,
978then select the expected paper and click one author name to
979see the disambiguation results of the paper with the current
980name. Under the selected paper, we present the most
981matched candidates by the trained matching component in
982CONNA on the left, and show the decision result of the
983assigned person by the trained decision component in
984CONNA on the right. Fig. 11a shows a case with c� ¼ cþ.
985We can see that our model can correctly match “Jing Zhang”
986from Renmin University for the author “Jing Zhang” in the
987paper “StructInf: Mining Structural Influence from Social
988Streams” at the top and then decide the top matched one as
989the final assigned person. Fig. 11b shows a case with c� ¼
990NIL. Since “Bo Chen” of the paper “MEgo2Vec: Embedding
991Matched Ego Networks for User Alignment Across Social
992Networks” is a postgraduate student whose profile has not
993been established by AMiner, none of the existing “Bo Chen”
994should be assigned to the paper. Our model correctly
995assigns NIL to this case. Besides, since errors are still inevi-
996table, we allow the users to provide feedback to our decision
997results. Specifically, users are allowed to directly “submit”
998the result if they agree with it, otherwise, they can choose
999another right person from the top matched persons. The
1000feedback can be simply regarded as new training instances
1001to update the decision performance at each step of the joint
1002training.

10035 RELATED WORK

1004This paper is related to the problems of name disambigua-
1005tion from scratch, author identification and entity linking.
1006Name Disambiguation From Scratch. Much effort has been
1007made to disambiguate names from scratch defined as: given
1008a set of papers written by the authors with similar name, it
1009targets at partitioning all the papers into several disjoint

Fig. 10. Convergence analysis.

TABLE 5
Average Time Cost(ms) of Assigning Each Target Pair

Model Feature Preparing Matching Decision

GBDT 183.34 - 3.61
CONNA 260.45 76.12 6.34

5. https://www.elastic.co
6. http://na-demo.aminer.cn/
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1010 clusters, with each of them corresponds to a real person.
1011 Existing work first represent papers by traditional feature
1012 engineering methods [3], [13], [35], [40], [42] or embedding
1013 models [26], [41], [45], [47] and then adopt a clustering
1014 algorithm such as hierarchical agglomerative clustering [3],
1015 [26], [41], [45], [47], K-means [40], [49], DBSCAN [13] or
1016 semi-supervised clustering [21] to partition these papers.
1017 Embedding models further include graph auto-encoder [47],
1018 heterogeneous GCN [26] and adversarial representation
1019 learning [41]. Continuous name disambiguation is formal-
1020 ized differently from the above problem, thus it can not be
1021 solved by the above methods.
1022 Author Identification. Several works devote to anonymous
1023 author identification for a paper, which assume the authors
1024 of the target paper are unknown in a double-blind setting.
1025 For example, Chen et al. [2] and Zhang et al. [46] both opti-
1026 mize the difference between the right and the wrong
1027 authors. However, their models cannot be applied to unseen
1028 authors in the training set, as they only consider the identi-
1029 ties of the authors. While we model authors’ profiles, which
1030 do not depend on authors’ identities. KDD Cup 2013 held

1031an author identification challenge to solve the similar prob-
1032lem. However, the situation that no right person exists was
1033not considered and all the participations devoted to feature-
1034engineering methods [7], [48].
1035Entity Linking. Entity linking aims at linking the mentions
1036extracted from the unstructured text to the right entities in a
1037knowledge graph [31]. Feature-based [17] or neural models
1038such as skip-gram [44], autoencoder [11], CNN [33],
1039LSTM [16] are proposed to calculate the similarity between
1040the context of a mention and a candidate entity. The NIL
1041problem is widely studied in entity linking. The main solu-
1042tions usually include the NIL threshold methods [8], [32]
1043predicting the mention as unlinkable if the score of the top
1044ranked entity is smaller than a NIL threshold, the classifica-
1045tion methods [22], [27] which predict the unlinkable men-
1046tions by a binary classifier, and the unified models
1047incorporating unlinkable mention prediction process into
1048entity matching process [4], [10]. Different from above, we
1049jointly train the NIL decision model and the candidate
1050matching model to boost both of their performance.

10516 CONCLUSION

1052This paper presents the first attempt to formalize and solve
1053the problem of name disambiguation on the fly by consider-
1054ing different cases of assignments, in particular when a
1055paper cannot be assigned to any existing persons in the sys-
1056tem.We propose a novel joint model that consists of amatch-
1057ing component and a decision component, where a multi-
1058field multi-instance interaction-based model is trained to
1059match the candidates to each target paper, and then a classifi-
1060cation decision model is trained to decide whether to assign
1061the top matched candidate to the target paper or not.
1062Through reinforcement joint fine-tuning, the two compo-
1063nents can bootstrap each other and self-correct some of their
1064errors. The experimental results on the recent largest dataset
1065for name disambiguation demonstrate that the proposed
1066model performs significantly better than state-of-the-art
1067baseline methods. The model has already been deployed on
1068AMiner to disambiguate the online papers.
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